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The puip<ise of this study was to examine the developoitrit of children's
metalinguistic understanding of the basic unit in reading the word
Metalinguistic understanding was defined in terms of two components of
cognitive clanty: (I) the understanding of linguistic segments and (2) the
comprehension of reading tel

The children's understanding of the word as a linguistic segment was
measured hy their ability to segment aural sentences and visual sentences
into words the repeated measures segmentation task consisted of eleven
test sentendes which vaned in sentence type and length the sentences were
composed of familiar words which varied in the number of syllables and rn
their visual configurations

The children's understanding of reading terminology was measured by
their proficiency on an explanation task and a recognition tack involving the
terms Wier, word, and sentence

Fifteen children in each grade les el (pre-school, kindergarten, first
grade) were randomly selected from the schools in a small rural suburban
town in central Wisconsin The total sample of 45 children were retlasstfied
according to the reading abilities of non-readiness, readiness. or leader

When the children's Increasing proficiency on the segmentation tasks
was tested by ANOVA, signinfitant differences at the 01 level occurred
among each grade level and among each re-ading ability The differences
between performances with the aural context and the sisual context were,
not significant. An interaction effect between reading ability and context
Was significant at the 05 level Using Scheffe's method, the non-readiness
children's performances were found to be significantly different (at the 05
level) from the reader's performances with the two contexts An analysis of
the segmentation errors indicated: (1) length and configuration cues may
have been used on the visual task: (2) children altered their intonation
patterns on the aural task; (3) sentence length seemed to have influenced
the perfonnances with both contexts.

When performances on the recognition task involving the reading terms
were tested by chi square analysis, significantly more first graders and
readers recognized an example of a sentence than the other grade levels or
reading abilities. No significant differences among the grade levels or
reading abilities occurred when performances with the terms letter, and
word *ere tested, since a majority of the children performed correctly.
Although proportionately fewer children correctly completed the
explanation task, the results paralleled the recognition task results.'

It was concluded that developmental trends in children's metalinguittic
awareness of the word can be described.

MODIFICATIONS IN SPEECH TO ELDERLY
CONVERSATIONALISTS Order No. 8005011

ASHBURN, GWENDOLYN MCNEILL, PH.D. The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, 1979. 116pp. Supervisors: Alice M. Gordon add Robert

Howren /
This dissertation examined speech directed to elderly residents of a rest

home. The purpose of the research was to demonstrate that adults mOdify

their language in order to communicate with the elderly. The linguistic
futures selected to measure this modificationwere prominent features of

tht adult-child speech register.
Twenty adults, ten staff members of a rest home and ten volunteers who

regularly visited the residents, were asked to participate in the study. Each
aline* speakers conversed individually with three people: another
volunteer or staff member who was not participating as a speaker, an alert

elderly resident of the rest home, and a nonalert elderly resident. The
alertness of the residents was determined-by the director of the rest home,

One hundred utterances from each of the sixty speech sessions were
analyzed to determine whether, compared with their speech to normal

adults, the subjects' speech to the elderly had seven characteristics typical of
adult speech to children. The selected characteristics were (1) shorter mean
length of utterance (MLU), (2) fewer complex utterances, (3) more
retitIon. (4) slower rate of speaking, (5) more pronominal substitutions,
(6) wore interrogatives, and (7) more imperatives.

6

A multrvanate analysis of valiance thowoti that, al the M level of
significance the staff members of the rest home modified their speech to

both types of chiefly I esIdelirs as pi Ird 101 flNe of the se\I'll

tharactenstics MI II, complexity, rept-Orion. intetiogatlyeS. impelatives

Staff' members of the rest home did not Ilse a slower tate of speak mg nor

significantly mote occur iences of pronomm:d substitution to the elderly

groups Volunteeis modified then speech to the elderly gronps for only two

of the characteristics. repetition and interrogatives
unher analyses of (lifter owes between spec( h to the two elderly glows

showed that stall members used significantly mme inteliogaus es to the

nonalert residents than to thc alert nestdents. v:linle volunteers did not

significantly dill erentiate hetween the alert anti nonalert I lowever .

when the absolute tate of occult ences in the stall members' and %olunteers

speech was considered. it indicated a stronger eflett for the nonalen

resrdents than fon the alert residents fon live of the seven chanat telistics.

M LU. complex it y, repetition), pionominal substitution. and interroptives

In addition, stall membens also used more imperatives to the nonalen

group
The results showed that speech to elderh, nesidents was modnfied m w ys

similar to adult speech directed to children. especially when the adults wtre

staff invoked in uretaker activities and when the elderly residerns were not

alert
This evidence indicates that speecsll modifications are influenced by the

speaker-addressee relationship as well as by variables of the addressee. such

as age and degree of alertness It al§o provides support for the position that

some of the modifications in adult-thild Speech are primanly to facilitate

communication and express the functional context of the interchange.

rather than to teach a language

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND INITIAL ENCOUNTERS
WITH WRITTEN LANGUAGE: A CASE STUDY IN PRESCHOOL

Order No. 800307READING AND WRITING 11

BAGMAN, MARCIA JOAN MOSES, ED D Indiana Univervy, 1979. 239pp.

Chairperson: Dr. A nabel P &ewnian

In the light of semantic-analyses of language and research' findings oo
early reading and writing, this dissertaion used a case study approach to
examine the languiige development of one child from birth to three years of
age in order to map the similarities and differences in the acquisition of oral
language; reading, and writing, and to provide insight into the popular
query, "Why isn't learning to read and write as naturally easy as learning to .

'talk?"
The sources of data for the study were daily tape recordings of oral

language from the child, transcriptions otinteractions beteen the child ind
the researcher, and a log of time spent in interaction, complemented by a
monthly one hour cosette of oral language and reading and a half hour
videotape Books, reading interests, writing and drawing samples, play .
equipment, and activities were catalogued chronologically,

The child began imitative reading4t 14 months, five months alter
babbling ifl oral language, and distinguished HOW PEOPLE SOUND
WHEN THEY TALK from HOW PEOPLE SOUND WHEN THEY
READ. She used labeling, associating. and categorizing to separate one
schema for storytelling and one §chema for story reading by 30 months. The

tilme span from the onset of babbling in oral language to the storytelling
schema was 21 months, while the time span from the onset of book habbling
to the story reading schema was 16 months. Although she began her
association with reading later, she learned faster because she could build ce
an ever-expanding oral language base as well as her physiological-and .

cognitive maturation. Oral language, which had satisfied early, immediate
needs, became fun as well through songs, rhymes, and the stories found in
her books Early reading fun. in which she could participate through action
and dialogue, was supplemented by oral language and evOlved into
satisfying her needs as well. From HOW PEOPLE SOUND WHEN THEY
READ gt 14 months, She determined HOW BOOKS TALK IN A
SPECIAL WAY at 30 months.

The child began paper and pen handling at 17 months with unorganized
scribbling. By 2Q months, her writing became predominantly vertical and
horizontal, and by 24 months she demonstrated cohsistent linearity. She
talked and sang as she wrote and practiced imitative drawing on her writing.
While at this time she did not label any of her products "drawing", she
created samples which could be labeled drawings. Based or; real life
experience, she associated writing with her parents and drawing with her
grandparents at-26 months. Using these categorizadons, she perceived and



correctly labeled her own writing as wining at 27 months I ler written
products captured the flow of Frighsh script and could be distinguished
from products of children who were speakers of other languages By 31

months. she pen co cd and col ectli lahcled her putioral pr mho Is SR

drawings based on a schema separate hom written language
The stud) concluded that, given an encouraging ensuonment with

prokient language models. es ell the very youngest member of a literate
SONICly uses semantic intent to intuitively separate stors telling. story
reading, writing. and drawing, as interdependent suppon systems bound by

theu respect is e drscouise contexts Rather than second order abstractions of

oral language. these *stems are partners in the child's total conununicauye
model and Ric continually refined as the child grows. pros rded that each
context continues to function in the life of the child

TEMPORAL LIIARACRIRIS IR.'S OF AMONG
PRESCHOOLERS A\D Till H IH RI.Y Order No 8010709

ItASSErr, MARY Rriva. h D Sar.q1.01115 Univenify, 1979 104p

There is a paucity of archival literature on the temporal vecch
characteristics of both preschoolers arid elderly age groups The extant
literature suffers from many inconsistencies of definitions for the temporal
measures as well as for the vanables themselves

The present study was undertaken to fill in the lacunae regarding these
two extreme age groups and to do so with consistent methodology for which

a body of comparable data was readily available This research was also
intended as a continuation of the developmental investigation conipleted for
the 6-49 year old age groups, and replicates as nearly as possible the
methodology used in the previous research

Speech samples for all age groups in this research consisted of tape
recorded kspontaneous narrations told in response to a set of cartoon
pictures file three elderly age groups also read a short paragraph arid
immediately retold what they had just read These tapes were transcribed as
literally as possible From the magnetic tapes, paper tapes were produced

.representing the acoustic energy in terms of amplitude mei time from
which temporal measures could be drrectiv and obiecthely obtained

It was found that preschoolers use both more frequent and longer silent
pauses relative to older age gloups This, along with a slightly sk*ver
articulation rate results in an ()serail slower speech rate for the preschool agt
groups

Results for the elderly groups compare quite favorably with the middle
age and oung adult groups for all tasks with the exception of the 85 year
old group in the reading task ft is inferred from comments by the subjects
SS well as from the nature of the reading errors, that much of the difficulty
for this grOup was explicable due to failing eyesight

The Only systematic change for the elderly age groups was in the
percentage of content words used in the narrative and retelling tasks The
percentage of content words steadily declined with each advancing age_
group. It is concluded that this decline is the reSult of increasing difficulty in
recollecting and in generating ongoing speech that includes specificity and
detail.

PERSON PERCEPTION: AN kNALYSIS OF ORAL DE-
SCRIPTIONS OF SIGNIFICANTN'OTHERS ELICITED FROM
THRER- TO SIX-YEAR.:OLD CHILDREN -

Order No. 7928563
A..

BOWDEN, Carolyn May, Ph.D. The Univhrsity of Iowa, 1979.
103pp. Supervisor: Associate Proferisor. Margaret G. Weiser

This research study examined persbn perception in 60
. three- to six-year-old childenn and resulted in evidence to

support the notion that children at these ages are capable of
describing significant others in terms which can be classified

-- Into at least nine different categories.

ERC Ii child wan Ilnli Idllally int(' I viewed and given all oral
description of a per son by the investigator before n/he was
asked to 4.14.fit' I'll* a ire I H011 of Mei' he i choice. nOtir Fiptiong
were recorded, Ilan/44.111)yd, and coded into individual units.
A unit wan defined an a ningle thought or modifier of a thought.
Unifi were then claffnified into one of nimw category referents:
(1) demographic, (2) phynic al, (3) internal, (4) respondent
subject, (5) other/mthject Oiltiject, (6) miscellaneous, (7) ex-
plicative, (11) possessory, and (9) egocentric.

Scorer+ for each student connisted of the per cent of usage
in each of the nixie categories hy that ntudent. Analyni of vari-
ance was used to compare four different age groups: three-;
four-, five-, and six-year-olds on e of the nine category
scores pion the total score. There no significant differ-
ence (at the .05 level) between ag ries. Comparisons
between sex for each of the nine ctegb y scores plus the
total score were analyzed by use of the t-Test.

'Results showed: There was a significantly higher differ-
nce (at the .05 level) in the mean number of referent per
camp used by six-year-olds versus three'-year-olds and four-
year-olds; the mean number of referents for six-year-olds
was not significantly higher than those of five-year-olds. This
simple el three- to six-year-olds used an average of 26 units
per deacription and had a range of 4 - 74 units per description.

Although the investigator dld not teat for significant differ-
ences between categories, additional findings merit reporting.
Ninety-eight per cent (the highest recorded) of the children
usod internal referents in their descriptions. Both three- and
four-year-olds tended to use internal referents followed by
explicative referents as their main focus on given desc riptions.
Five- and six-year-olds used internal explicative referents
in their descriptions but their usage was not as great as the
two younger age groups.

Physical referents were alluded to by 48 per.cent of the
respondents.but the mean per cent of time physical referents
were actually used only 2.995; physical referents were the
least used of the nine categories for four- and five-year-olds
and were next to least used for three- and six-year-olds.

Three-year-olds used demographic referents less than the
other age groups. There was an increase from three to four
years, but then usage of demographic refe'rents appeared to
stabilise.

There was no significant difference found between sox
groups in comparing each content category but,results showed
group means of explicative referent per cents were higher for
males; groups means for femalet were higher In the usage of
internal referent per cents. -Lie.-ifirage of egocentric refer-
ents was made by either malei or females.

Results of this investigation present.evidence which shows
that children under the age of seven years can, in fad, de-

Vcribe persons in several dimensions contrary to implications
and/or findings of previously related studies.

THE DEVECOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF AN
EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY.BASED LNSTRUCTIONAL

. DIALOGUE PROGRAM DESIGNED TO FACILITATE FIRST
GRADE CHILDREN'S RECEPTION AND EXPRESSION OF ORAL
LANGUAGE Order No. 8010023
BOYLE, ANNA ARLENE, D.ED The Pennsylvania State University, 1979.
180pp. Adviser; Lester S. Golub

The purpose of the study was to develop and evaluate an experimental
Activity-base4 Instructional Dialegue (A BIP) program designed to fadlitnie
firSt grade diien's reception and expression of orananguage. The ABID
program employed three specific questioning Strategies to elicit and expand
oratresponses from children in a classroom environment which provided
opportunity and purpose for children to use oral language: (1) questioits
asking for information from children relating to the organization and
sequencing of actions or events. (2) questions asking children to predict
outcomes in actiops or events, and (3), questions which elicited description
or labelling,



The A1111) program also required the teacher to (1) Stinuttile the
classroom environment to faeilitate opportuint rex for language usage by the
children, (2) Provide tune arid foc-ux for oral reception and VA pressron in
formal and informal settings. ( 3) Supportatively elicit through three specific
forms of questioning oral expression from children relating to their actions.

.
ideas, products. and experiences as well as objects within the classirxnn
environment. and (4) ft espond ro oral expressions using precise vocabulary
and shghtl) mole complex syntax

Subjects for the sturdy were 1? first grade r hildien who had scored t or
below the mean on a battery of kindergarten screening liiracUres sslildi had
been administered by the school district near the end of their year in
kinderganen rhe ten week study was conducted during the second
semester of the first grade None of the subjects had been able to ident_Lk../
correctly a list of twenty words which was part of the criterion for mastery of
the "prereadng stage" of the distnct's ihfornial reading inventory The 32
subjects, 1/ in the experimental group and 1 5 in the control group. had
scored significantly lower on three of the seven pretest measuresthan 10
randomly selected first grade children who were making normal progress in
the first grade

Two Wits daily for ten weeks were devoted to the experimental
program The study utilited a pretest posttest control group design. A
computer program. A NO VR, was used to test for srgnificant dIfferences
within and between groups and for interaction Pearson prodtki- moment
coefficients of Correlation also were computed among age and subjects'
pretest, posttest. and gam score.s on the evaluative measures employed in the

study.
tvaluauve measures employed in the study were (1) the Peabody .

Picture Vocahuloty TeA (2) the Northwestern Synta x Screen.ing Test--
receptive. (3) the Northwestern S)ntas Screening Test expressts e, (4) the
Durrell Analysis of Reading DeicuIty-listening comprehension. (5) total
number of words produced in oral response to a visual stimulus,
(6) number of words per T-unit in oral response to a visual stimuluS., and
(7) vocabulary diversity in oral response to a visual stimulus

The hypotheses under consideration were that the ABID program would
enable children to increase their scores on the sben criterion measures and
that these increases would be greater than those of children in the control
group.

Data revealed that the experimental group made statistically significant
pins on two of the seven evaluative measures: the Northwestern Syntax
Screening Test-receptive and the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test--
expressive However, only the gaiilion the expressive portion was
significantly greater than that of the control group. While no other pretest-
posttest comparisons were statistically significant, all of the experimental
group's posttest means were higher than its pretest means, suggesting trends
in the desired direction. The control group made gains'on three measures,
only one of which wat statistically significant: its means regregsed on four of
the Seven measures.

Variables' which may have prevented the ABID Program from eliciting
statistically significant gains were its duration,its requirements of dialogue
between individual children and the teaches4 a classroom setting, the,
nature of the evaluative measures employed, and the complex
interrelationships between measurement of oral language and intelligence.

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S CONTROLLING AND .FACILITAT-
ING VERBAL BEHAVIORS USING COMMERCIAL TELEVI-
MON AS A MEDIATOR FOR PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION

BRUNDO, Barbara Mrzlak, Ed.D. University of Southern Cali-
fornta, 1979. Chairperson; Professor Margaret E. Smart

purpose. The problem was-to ascertain if preschool chil-
dren s controlling and facilitating verbal behaviors would in-
crease or decrease when commercial television was, used as
stimulus for interaction between parent and child. Independent
Variables selected for study were: (1) two preschools, (nil-

.

vats (PP) And state stippol tett (S11) and (2) thl ee groups of
children- (a) Parent Child P1.14.041,11 Intel .ictlon (PCTI),
(b) Pal elit Child Intel act Ion ( and (c) rota , h jr) .

penthienr for arvierising child hitil.IVit)i-ti two
broad categories ...tell containing three sobrategoi rem (1) con
trolling behaviors, (a) topic setting, (h) negative reinforce-
ments, (e) com11111.1111k, .111d (2) facilitating hehaviol s. (a) posi-
tive reinforcements, (b) cla i ification. (e) extenu;ion Given
pretest and posttest scores which yr the totil number
of utterances LB each categoi across tvics, nine null hypothe-
ses stated there would be no significant difference among the
treatment groups on pretest/postiest mean sew foss
tasks as measured by numbej of: (1) verbal utterances (total),
(2) controlling behavior utterances, (3) topic setting, (4) new-
live reinforcements, (5) commands, (6) facilitating behavior
utteranchs, (7) clarifications, (8) extensions, and (9) positive
reinforcements.

Procedures. Thirty subjects, ranging in age from 3.4 to
5:9 years, weie enrolled in two presehmds (SP N-15, PP tin.
15). As pretests, videotapes were made of subject-parent
dyads who used four hierarchically devised tasks as stimulus
for verbal interaction. Following pretests, subjects were as-
igned randonily to treatment groups across schools: (1) PCTI
involving television treatment (N-10); (2) PCI involving treat-
ment without television (N-10); and (3) C, no treatment (N-10).
Parents of PCTI and PCI treatment groups were trained in
techniques to foster language development and to use an inter-
action kit during the four week treatment. Treatments dif-
fered only in type of stimulus utilized by parent during 15 min-
ute trl-weekly parent-child-kit-interactlon sessions: PCTI
used television and PC1 used home/community experiences.
At the conclusion of the treatment period videotapes were
made utilizing the sante tasks, A tinw interval of 10-second
on and 10-second off became determiner of an utterance. Wtth
each 10-second `on" period child's language was tallied as an
utterance and assigned to ond of six verbal categories. To
determine differences between pretest/posttest mean scores
a 2 (type of preschool) X3 (treatment groups, PCTI, PCI, C)
analysis of variance was performed on each dependent vari-
able. Alpha level was set at .05.

Selected Findings. (1) No statistically significant differ-
need were found among groups or preschools when hypothe-
ses were tested. When pretest/posttest means were examined,
chapges did occur: (2) total number 'of utterances inc reseed
for PCTISP; (3) controlling behaviors decreased in PCTI
groups of both schools with greatest decrease occurring In
SP; (4) topic-setting utterances accounted for most controlling
behaviors across groups with the greatest decrease occurIng
in.PCTI groups across schools; (5) facilitating behaviors in-
creaded hi PCT1 across schools favoring SP; (6) extensions
accounted for most facilitating behaviord across groups with
greatest increase occurring in PCTI groups favoring SP.

conclusions. (1) It is possible for commercial television
to serve as mediator of parent-child-interaction. (2) Commer-
cial television stimulates children to tan; more with mothers.
(3) Children use more facilitAting utterances snd extend lan-
guage when commercial television is used as stimulus for con-
versation. (9) thildren use less, controlling utterances and
fewer tcPic-setting utterances when commercial television I.
used" as stimulus for conversation.

Recommendations. (1) Preschool children should be en-
courage(' to assume facilitating roles in adult-Interaction..
(2) Parent training programs should be designed which empha-
Mae positive effects of television. (3) Analyzation of video-
tapes might be done with consideration given to paralinguistic
features in intetadion. (4) A follow-up study utilizing larger.
population, longer treatment, and more extensive training
should determine television as mediator in parent-child-
ipteraction. 0
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Linguistics in the late seventies offers a picture of uncertainty as to scope

and goals of the discipline and a multiplicity of specific methodological
propositions Motivated by an intradisciphnary dissatisfaction with the

priorities oftransformational-generative grammar, this struggle for
reorientation receives additional es tralinguistic support from a growing

awareness tOay among scholars in general of the limitations of currently
accepted tines and methods in each of the separate disciplines involved

in the study of language. The calls for an interdisciplinary approach reflect
the conviction that the perpetuation of the primary fallacies in much of the

work in the social sciences can be explained by the continued existence of

rigidly defined and confined disciplines.
With this belief as its underlying assumption, the dissertation proposes

an imerdisciplinary analysis of the bases of language that will contribute to:
establish a set of constitutive characteristics of language which any theory

must consider and take account of; clarif)' the characteristics of interaction
of component parts, and; identify those significant aspeds of language

which have been falsely neglected or excluded.
In keeping with the interdisciplinary approach, discussion evolves nom

;yarious foci within the triadic relationship language, the individual, and

greoisiely, and towards these aspects insights from the different disciplines will
,be directed. Among them, social aspects Peceive special emphasis; reflecting

the belief that. in the present situation of language investigation, the greatest

gains can be expected from the most careful weighing of this evidtnoe.

The overall progression is as follows: Chapter I establishes a foundation
by chalacterizing language as a sign system. Using Morris' terminology,
Kane insights are provided in conjunction with the senuintical, pragmatical.

and syntactical dimensions of semiosis. Language as form is the topk of

Chapter II, which summarizes the preponderance of contributions of
bneuistics. Key concepts of Saussure's model and their subsequent
elaboration serve to point out the limitations of equating language
inveetigation with form investigation. Auempts to establish the nature a the

relationship between linguistic and social facti, which were made from a

broadened viewpoint within linguistics, constitute Chapter III. The debete

surniunding the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis points to their key preblems.

Adding a philosophical and* stronger social perspective we arri4 at the

basic tenets of speech act theory. Highlights of the main directions in .

sociolinguistic fieldwork conclude the chapter. Chapter IV is concerned with

the relationship laqguage and the individual from a developmental
perSpective and driws specifically on biological and psychological evident&
The progression leads from studies with a formalist viewpoint to those with

an interdisciplinary functionalist viewpoint These investigations point to
bielogical foUndations for man'S propensity towards lanpage but also

necessitate thejnclusion of sociocultural considerations aild the viewpoint
of social psych@ogy. In Chapter V. Mead's social ology serves as

baderound for an investigation of two areas of la age function,

cognition. as well as individualization andsocialize ot an inquiry which

'nieces a number of observations previously made.
implication arising from the eyidence is that in order to avoid not

only limited but also wrong understanding ofj4nguage and consequently

theories that are a clear miSmatch to the ic; changing. goal-directed

Mot language by historical. Axial, thinking man, linguistics must reach

out to other disciplind for the sake of die wholeness of its topic; the

wholeness of its theory, and bath the wholeness and soundness of its

discipline.

°NOBODY BUT YOURSELF":. A LANGUAGE STUDY BASED
ON THE PERSONAL CONSTRUCI THEORY OF GEORGE
KELLY Order No. 8000837

CARDUCCI, Eleanor Whalen, Ed.D. 'Rutgers University
The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick), 1979.,
211Ipp. Chairpersoit Dr. Janet Emig

Tie purpoie of thts study was ,to identify constructs of Ian:
gaage held by a group of young adolescents. Students' attitudes
toward language in school and outside of school were explored.
After the conatrueta held by the adolescents were deterintott,
suggstions were made for a more effeclive language eurrrie -
edam In today's schools.. 410.4,

The first Hipp in the study was background I arch on
George Kelly's theory of personal constructn. In this phase
of the investigation, relevant research in language studies was
considered

The second stvp was delicriptive iii nature. tiixty 12 and 13
year olds attending a suburban middle school were randomly
selected. During a 15 month iwriod the language construct
of these students were determined by the following method-
ologies:

Careful classroom observations of Hlilltellt H to collect
data in the following areas:

A. Language employed while interacting with the
teacher.

B. Language employed while interacting with the other
students.

C. Language employed in different classroom settitics.

11. lndivklual dialogues with the investigator during which
students discuss their views of language inside and
outside of school.

Ill. Use of student response in writing about language.

IV. Formulation of a Language Construct Survey based on
the observations, interviews, and student writings.

V. Analysis of the findings of Language Construct Survey
sheets utilizing 'Exact Test for Correlated Propor-
tions" by McNemar.

VI. Individual selected profiles of six students with em-
phasis on their personal constructs.

The study was an attempt to answer the following questions:

I. Do students have different constructs for viewing lan-
guage inside of school and outside of school?

H. Do the constructs effect language growth?

m. Is there a langu'age of the ciassrootn with its own spe-
!dal emphasis?

IV. What suggistions can be made to allow for language
growth in school curriculums?%

The findings were as follows:

I. There was a statistically significant difference in the
personal constructs when-viewing language inside and
'outside of school.

H. Constructs do seem to have an effect on the language
growth of an individual. This was evidenced in Class-

room observations, student writing, student discussions,
and profiles of,individual students.

Ill. Language in the classroom had its own special empha-
sis. It had the following characteristics:

A. There was a predominance of Nctual over thought
provoking questions.

B. Most questions were those that elicited a definite
resPonse.

Technical language was often employed by the
teacher.

I.

H.

The teacher set up a framework and students learned
to fit within the framework according to the teach-
er's expectations.

Pupils rarely initiated conversation in the formal
class situation.

Students reflected ln theinnse of language *hat the
teacher expected of them,

Most language in the classroom was an external
imitation of forms rather than a pupil's represen-
tation of his reality to himself and others.

On le playground and in the cafeteria, language
was more exploratory, active, and flexible than In
the classroom.



I. Students were able to figure out the constructs held
by the teacher and adapted themselves to them.

J. One group of shidents adopted the Jargon and ways of
using language employed by the school and thereby
succeeded in school. Another Iroup rejected school
language, decided they were not good in "English"
and,rin effect, mentally dropped out.4

K. Language in the clashroom was a form of pseudo-
communi ation.

L. Expression was stylized and formal in the clans-
.- room.

M. Repetition of facts wa overwhelmingly the mode of
language usd in the chi oom.

N. Students addressed them lves most often to the
teacher rather than other tudents.

0. Rarely did any conversation arfse from pupil sug-
gestion.

P. Little time was spent in reformulating ideas in the
students' own anguage.

In conclusion, this study recognizes the importance of un-
derstanding language constructs and utilizing them, to enhance
language growth.

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION: THE
INDUCTION OF SYNTACTIC

GENERALIZATIONS FOR PROCESSING SENTENCES
Order No. 7928272

CHANDLER, Steven Roy, Ph.D. The University of Texas at

Austin, l979. I 82pp. Supervisor: Royal Skousen

aids dissertation is a study into the development of a psycho-

lisitdstic model. It is an investigation of the paired questions

of *hat kinds of syntactic generalizations people actually do ac-

quire and use in the production and comprehension of language

anthem those generalizations a-re learned.
This paper is divided into four parts. In chapter one I ex-

piate why syntactic transfdrmations play no empirical role In

either a model of language processing or a model of language

aeedisition. In chapter two I describe the problems of language

processing is special cases of much more general questions in

cogaitive psychology. Language production is characterized

as goal directed behavior in which the output resula from a
easuplax decision making process, and language comprehension

is described as a special Case of pattern recognition. Both pro-

chilies refer tO probabilistic rules which 'relate surface syntac*--

'tic stjuctures directly to "meanings". In 'chapter three Ulem-
~trate how children can induce these kinds of generalisations
directly from the language sample tq, which they are exposed.

_ This !eduction is accomplished through very general learning
isichasiisms and in rip way presupposes specifie 'innate" knowl-

edge otlanguage structure. This igduction process predicts that

the Slagle most important variable/ in predicting the course of

'sewage acquisition will be the relative frequencies of struc-

ture. In the speech addressed to a child. **further predicts

thot ohildren's speech will include no strictures or usages
which are not well motivated in the surface constituent struc-

-

built ot the speech addrecsed to them.
Chepters blur through six present an extensive reanalysis

GOMM language data (English and German) on the acquisition

elf throe kinds of syntactic struetures: the use of "word order to

IMialMi subject -verb-ohjset relationships, the use of theauxiliary

vests in English to signal questions, and the early Ikse of re-
seitsiee rules to produce complex clauses. When, possible, the

WM data is compared to the parental speech. Otherwise It Is

Oeulearesito the author's men computation of the relative ihe-

setesetes et the relevant structures in Ginner% and English.
*

.".!

,

These comparisons confirm the predictions of chapter three
and indicate that children are indeed making such inductions
via tbs larning mechanisms described the, e.

This line of research suggests that language is not the au-
tonomous mental faculty that linguists have traditionally as-
sumed it to be. Rather it arises through the complex interac-
tion of much more basic and general mental capabilities.
Understanding language as a human phenomenon means under-
standing the natnre of this interaction.

CHILDREN'S A('QUISII1ON OF umansTic MEANS FOR
EXPRESSING CONDMONALITY Order No. s006235

CttArimi4. DiANE LECA,ETT, PH D. Thr Florida Srate Untrersiry, 1979.
125pp. Major Professor: C Glennon Rowell

.

Much of the research on how children learn to ust connectives is based
on the assumption that the logic of natural language connectives
corresponds to formal logic. There is linguistic evidence, however, that this
is not the case. For example. Fillenbaum (1976) found that adults use a
variety of terms to express conditionality in natural language. including
if/thsn, when, and, or, unleA and others In the present study, tin linguistic
constructions involving these terms were investigated to determine whether
they were available to children ages five through thirteen for expressing

I conditionality. .

A mOtiified sentence completion task'involving sentencejepetillon was

subjects (including twenty each at kinder rten and grades two, four, iix,
used te determine which of the ten const ctions were availible to 100

a
and Oght). Data were analyzed to determme (1) whether increang
nunthers of constructions were available o subjects as they matumd, and
(2) Whether an observable developmenia order was present among the ten
constructions-

'Analysis of the data rftealed that irtcrasing numbers of consuucdOns
were available to subjects as they mature4 Seven or fewer1 of the tea

i zenSUuctions were passed by 90% or mor kinderganners, while eight
constructions were passed by 90% or mor of the second and fourth graders.
All ten ccnstructions were passed by 90% 4r more of the subjects in grades
eist and eight.

_

ifRonioh of the Cochran Q test rev led differences significant et the
.01 level among the frequency-of.si4cess rates associated with each of
the ten oonstructions for all 100 subjects a d for subjects in kindergarten,
grade two, end grade four. A ranking of th ten constructions according to
the *Wage age of subjects who failed ea construction suggested the

developmental order among the cn constructions: ((nye A.- it A
&HA: ff.e. 8: 8, VA; B. when A; when A. ir, A and B; A or B; oda i a A.
it A 'lobo/A. (When alternate error tabulations were made, the
War MO somewhat different: jrnot A. B; B, if notA; if A. B; B.
Ant A: A end .8; sinless A. B; when A. B; A or B; B. unlest A).

r,

Aeelicstion of the McNemar test revealed differences signifl IR

.001,allphe levell between constructions involving :inkstand all
OeititMetiOcil for the 100 subjeds. Kindergartners were the only g level

. ta:br
which significant differences between constructions were fount

le go A was significantly more difficult than constructions involving gr.
+ sW, wires, and and for kindergartners. Unless A, B was significantly mOre

difitt than consuuctions involving ti + not for kinderganners: ,,

'conclusion that unless constructions were more difficult thaw Wen
Sthersiestructions Was supported-by findings of an errorasuilysis. Nearly
enchilf of all errors involved using one connective inappropriately es
soother:and the great majority of these errors involved the use of maw*
if

',Aerate error tabulations were performed due to one set of responses fisr

wh dear-cut judgments of appropriateness could notbe made. Whist
these 7esponses were counted as errors, the number of constructions peeped

ty OM or Mose of the kindergartners was five,
rThe Bonterroni inellueali0 was used to control for family Type 1 wetova
repeated tests; with sum of the alphas equal to .01, each test was

evaluated at the .001 alpha level.
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One of the cential doctrines of model n linguisti9 is the statement that in
underlying language usage theie is a unique innatel9 determined soucture
that enables the young child to analyse linguistic data in a special way

Innme factors also pi ovule a schema that determines the class of possible

granunars This leads to the view that language acquisition doe% not tikke

place in terms of imitation, association;lein foi cement and gineralization It
appeared that these terms are often used rather loosely Behavioui as such,

cannot be inhented Neurological 's-tructures. howevei, can be inhented.
When the correct stimulus is perceived, these structures wdl pwceas it in a
specifac way This process results in a charactenstic form of behaviour
These facts are apparently ignored in most psycholinguistic arguments. The

clear relationship between language structures and newological structuret

were illustrated by examples from neinolinguistics and aphasiology The
relationship between neurological structures and tommunicative ability was
further illustrated by an analysis of the communication systems of various
animals. It was found that the rigidity so typical of a genetically determined
communication system gradually becomes less as we move up on the

phylogenenc scale lt became clear that the communicative competence of
animals (and man) must be seen against the background of the rest of their
behaviour An analysis of the prehnguisoc child indicates that imitatkm
plays a very important role during language acquisition It appeared that,
due to neurological immatunty, the child's imitations (linguistic as well as
nondinguisoc) do not stand in a direct relationship to the model Because
language is a product bf man's brain, and is structured in a way compatible
to the brain, the child is able to "learn" to use it in a relatively short time
Learning, for the young child, is not possible without imitation It scents
thai a genetically determined desire to imitate has taken the place of
genetically determined forms of behaviour It seems unlikely that man has a

special innately determined language leannng ability

SYNTACIR. RFT! I( HON OF SEN1ANI ic C,11 1;(;01/1/ k HON
Di THE 12,\GLINli VI- KB U. S I 1:.N1 Order No. 8007059

EKARHOS, CAIHaRfNE,,,ScARHORot tiff. PH I) Brotri Uriversily, 19/9
141pp

Semantic categorizations ate presented for a subset of the Fliglish verbal
system. These categorizanons hinge on the event- struci-ure of the verb, on
abstract properties of the event 01 situation denoted by thie verb The
categones in their present formulation derive from verbal classifications
dating from iktistotle, and ins estigated more recently by philosophers such
as Gilbert Ryle, Anthony Kenny, and leno Vendler The classificationi also
recut* the work of tense logicians and of linguists interested in the
ftinctioning of tenseaand aspect systems

The categories are examined in reference to the syntactic structures
which involve the description and temporal localiration of events in Fnglish
It isdiernonstrated that the internal structure of the event determines the
interpretation of that event under a range of tense forms The grammatical
meanings o( the tense forms are examined Variations in the meaning of
tense forms are explained in terms of their interaction with the es ent-
structure of the verbs to which the) are applied

The veils phrase is shown to have an important syntactic and semantic
role in determining the nature of the es ent referred to in the sentence_ One
facet of this determination, specification, is examined closely Specification
concerns the delimitation of object nouns It was shown that specification
plays a crucial role in tharactenzing the event by determining the crass of
objects or patients as generic or indisiduated Its effect depends in part on
the case relationships imposed by the verb on the noun, and this aspect is
examined briefly.

The purpose of the investigation is to demonstrate that a purely syntactic
basis for grammatical meaning is insufficient The interpretation of sy ntactic
constructions, and their effect on the meaning of sentential constituents,
depends in large part on the initial lex ical meaning o(thoSe conStituents
The boundaries between lex ical meaning, grammaticll meaning, and the
meaning of constructed phrases are not distinct They overlap historically,
and the syntactic range of one will frequently he such as to compeilsate for
deficiencies of expression in another.
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this ins CsIVII011 de.11i m. miii Ihr cliet Is tit .111thril.0 intl hun tional set

on the expiessise language of glade Oiler and low vim k mg lass ihrldren
The experiment folios% ed a fa( tonal design w mitt mo levels of audieve';
and fun( bona! set Ihe audicni e lc% els t hill speaking io told antr
child sprat mg to teat her and the him Initial set les els weir iitimii option and

no inter !upturn
First n was hypothesized that expressional fluency would be water

when child speaks to child than when t hild speaks to teathei and that
expressional fluency %mild he gi can't for both lock of Audience when
speakeis were not inteilupted Se, (milk-. it was hypothesized that in
selected samples of the S's piotocols their kotiltt he moic refeiews to the
puzzle when 011M-speaks to teacher than "en child speaks to child and this
would be tiur for troth levels of anthem r when speakers were interrupted
Thirdly, it was hypothesized that in the %Het ted sari mples. aspects of
modality, would OCCIII Mole fiequeritly when child speaks to child than
when child speaks to tear hers and uould o un most fi rquently when the

audience was nOt interrupted
Them were ninety six grade three and four working class subjects used

' in this expenment The subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four

expenmental groups
The data Nom the experiment was processed using analysis of variance_

and regression analysts lo CSIAMIsh significanCe for different-4m
expressional fluency and puzzle referents Col telational analysis was used to

establish micoatei iehability
It was found that expiessional fluency was significantly greatei wlhen

child speaks to child than when child speaks to teacher However, when the

S's were intenupted e was a significant difference when child speaks to

"child but not when child speaks to teacher
- Raters were used to atiAetiti the number of puzzle referents spoken about

in the protocol% Intertater reliability was established by correlational
analysis Significantly fewer referents were generated when child speiks to
child than when child speaks to teacher in the selected parts of protocols.

There were also significantly fewet referents genet ated for the no
intenuption conditions of audience than for the intenuption conditions

A qualitative analysis of the OCculi clic(' of aspects of modality showed
that there were more aspects of modality in selected Parts of the protocols
when thild talks to child than when child talks to teacher Noticeably fewer

aspects of mottalit} were generated by the inteiniption. when child speaks

to child but the interruption made little ditTelence in the number of aspects

of modality when child speaks to teacher
The study concludes that there are twoontexts of,situation, audience

and interruption that make significant differences in the levels of
expressional fluency generated by working class children The absence of
explicit speakmg constraints provides an important characteristic of verbal
exchanges between peers that allows for more speculative and expressive

language. Teachers, orr the other hand, direct language and constrain the
free flow of speculative language through the use of directive language
Interruption hmits the use of expiessive language by constiaming speakeris
comment on the puzzle and by forcing S's to reframe their intentions so that
they Must Communicate their second best puzzle solution

both the teacher's chrecuse language and the interruption lipirt the
dumber of possibilities that can be CottlaltHlicated by S's through the use of

aspects of modality. The incleaged frequency of aspects of modality
S's speech corresponds with the greater occurrence of expressional fluency

in the S's speech.
The study has shown that cettam conditions ncourage gi eater

expressional fluency These conditions prompt working-class children to
speculate about the possibilities present in the situation This leads to a -

greats, success in problem solving

4
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Social class (SFS) differences in preschool children's com-
prehension of wh-questions (who, what, where, when, how, why) -

were investigated. Previous research had suggested that chli
dren's abilities to comprehend wh -questions may vary depend-

ing on the athount of information available to the child when
the question was asked (Ervin-Tripp, 1970; Tyaek and Ingram,

1977). In this study, comprehension of wh-questIons was as-
sessed in two stimulus conditions. In one stimulus condition
subjects were presented with pictures designed such that more
than one type of wh -question could be answered from the pic-
ture (Multiple Option Stimulus Condition). In a second stimulus
condition eubjects were presented with pictures designed such
that only the stimulus question could beanswered from the pic-
tures (Single Option Stjmulus Condition). ,
, Subjects were 60 middle and 60 tower SFS children, ranging
in age from 3 years, 6 months to 5 years, 2 months. Each sub-
ject was asked to respond to 5 of each of the 6 wh-question
t/pee in both of the Stimulus Conditions. Thus, each stibject
responded to a Mal of 30 wh-questions. The dependent vari-
able was the Total Number of Questions Correct (TQC).

The findings indicate that statistically significilnt effects
wre (ound for sits, F (1,114) 79.06 E -c .0001, was evidenced
by hig)er mean TQC -for middle SES subjects. Further anal-
yses revealed that there were some wh-words for which there
were no SFS differences. There were no SES differences for
those wh-words which are acquired early developmentally
(who, what). For wh-words which are acquired developmen-
tally later (when, why, how) SFS differences were great, v.(

Statistically significant effects were found for Stimulus
Condition, F (1,114) = 82.14, p .0001, as evidenced by higher
TQC for.all-subjects in the Single Option Stimulus Condition.
However, it was found that for some wh-words the Stimulus
Condition did not affect comprehension. Thet findings suggest

that (1) Stimulus Condition differences are hot statistically
significant for wh-worde if the understanding of that word ay.
pgared to be beyond the developmental level of the child. These

'effects were demonstrated for the youngest subjects for "when*
and ehow"; (2) Stimulus Condition effects Were not statisticadly
significant for wh-words if It appeared that the child's language
deeeldliment was beyond that necessary tor comprehending the

wh-word. These effects were demonstrated for all subjects
for "who"; (3) Stimulus Condition effects were statistically
sign-Meant for wh-words if it appeared that subjects confussd
the meanings of wh-words which were semantically similar
(who, what, where). When confusion such as this occurred, the

likelihood of responding with a categorically correct answer
was increased in the Single Option Stimulus Condition.

The results were interpreted and discussed within the

framework of normal language development as well as .111113

differences In children's langiiageupe.
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Superwor William I abov
'This dme, union addiesses the problem of the social embedding of

sound change Ii fix-uses on the choice of pholictic vanaiits in different
interactional settings in !elation to the sociolinguistic pan eins of the
Philadelphia speech t ortirlainity

This work has two complemental y parts hrst, a iandoin telephone

survey of the Philadelphia dialect :licit plovides the background for
understanding CM ent vowel vai moon and change And second, a detaikd

itudy of a single Philadelphia woman in various social situations establishes

the interactional sienificance of this yin moon Fol each of these pans. the
vowels of tape lean ded speech ate analyzed acoustically, rind the resulting
first and second formant fiequencies ale used as an estimator of vowel color
Multiple icyi ession analysis is used to identify social influences

The Philadelphia vowel system shows the ex tensiVe vanation typical of
urban dialects Age jpaditig of vowel quality, uncipitted in the light of
earlier recoids of the community, shows many ongoffig phonetic changes st
several levels of development Some changes are led by women, some by.

men. The individual speaker shows a range of pronunciations for these
changing vowels, which may be identified as mote or lessa4vanced in the
direction of change The same social situation has different effects on
different vowels. In the female peer group, she uses the most advanced
forms for changes that women lead. but the least advanced forms for tht
change that men lead. This same pattern of shifting occurs when she is

talking w women in the office At home, in alelaxed setting, she uses the

less idvanced variants.
This study Shows how phonetic variants that dryelop in a community art

used in i4eraction While part of the motivation of these interactions/ shifts

Is to talk riiiore like converSational partners. other Shifts can only be
undenr. I I as expressive use of linguistic variants.. The most advanced

forms are ot used when the speaker' is most relaxed. When phonetic

variants uire social meaning, their use expressively can promote sound

, change. Bu the expressive potential can linger after a change is completed

and the con munity correlates hate disappeared

U.

A STUDY I. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN .COGNITIVE
DEVELOpi I. T. DRAWING DEVELOPMENT AND
SPONTANE US sporti AMONG CHILDREN AGES FIVE
THROUGH GHT Order No. NOM
Kous, MAR RAE, PH.D. Claremont Graduate School. 1980. 1111pp.

this was an xploratory investigation concerned with examining ands
ralationehips bet een children% drawings, levelsof cognitive development
and the functio I use of language within a problem-so)vina contest Doled
01I dte rationale t drawing development is pan of the child's stmcturing
orepoe and that thinking and drawingare rooted in the child's ability tO
°fp!** experie drawing development should be representativ. Ohl
cognItha devel nk Piageescognitive developmental model pnrelang
the psychological oundation. for tx,amining stage-specific drawing
devolopment in r lation to levels orcosnition.

ildren ages five through eight were categorized into Ouse
on the basis of their responses to four Piagetian tasks- I
umber. matter. arta end weight Drawing development
) the Goodenough-Harris Drol-o-ntan testused to
development as defined by increasing naturalism, (2) the
ee (H1) test used to examine dimensional problem-solvisg
the Cup sequence copying task to ixamine stage-specific
era in relation to use ofperspective and egocentric Orast

ech,sampIes were recorded during the drawing tem'
were classified according to procedures sUggested by Pas
ples were classified within Piagetian categories of .

ialized speech. Codification of data illowed for
. .. ,

tical procedurei were ued to iiimine the Cali: Thret
comparisons were used to determine if the mean scone

differed among the cognitive groupings (conservers,
ers and nonconservers) at the 0.01.level. Thc.resulte-
differences in the perforthance on each of the drewin.
et cognitive groups. Conservers scored consistently

tonal and nonconserver grodps on each of the three
'ersely, the noneonseivels, although displaying the

Seventy-sil
mitnitive group
ever ration of
wiff assessed by
meapire drawin
Luquet House-T
strategies. and (3
drawing develop

SpoOtaneous
The language de
(1969). Speech
egocentric and

. INAncifirth.le conj
Parimellic sta

Cettwity ANOVA
and* drawing t
trensidonal come
towed signifieant
tests among the th
hilghter than the
droning tests. Con



widest range of sconng on eacifi drawmg test . consistently scored lower than
the other twocognitive groups Correlations between cognitive
develdpment and the drawing tests were significant at the 0 01 level of
confidence for the Cup test ( 370), and at the 0.001 level for the Druiv- a-rnan
teat (.1172) and at the 0.05 level for the Ifouse- Tree fest ( 295).,Panial
correlations controlling for age suggest that drawing development is more
&hely related to a chlikt's cogoitive development than a function of age. T
tests revealed no significint difference among the per formance of boys and
girls on either the hagetian tasks or the drawing tests. .

Analyses of the spontaneous speech samples reVealed that children of
simile/cognitive development utilize similar language strategies which are
more deyelopmental than personal preference. Dominant language

trategieS used by conservers ere (1) use of clarifiration questions,
(2). explanatory statements, a d (3) stafement of a plan of, acbon Conserver
hnguage was highly task-orie ited, while nonconservers asked questioqfand
dffered information unrelated to the tesk. Questioning was a dotninant
nrateey among conservers, while .4tpercent of the transitional group and
40 percent of the nonconservers did nor ask questions. Increased use of the
explanatory function demonstrated a growing awareness of another point of
view u children moved from gocentric to more socialized speech.

The resultsof this investig lion indicate that drawing development is
directly related to logical thou t processes. Drawings of children who think
logically reflect increasing nein-align and knowledge of relationships.
lonconserver drawings show inability to coordinate pans to-form a whole.

Dramatic differences were also found in the ways children use language to
solve drawing problems, and the differences were found to be related to
levels of cognitive developmeht..runctional language choices follow
ptogressive developmeat as the child becrimes more logical. This study has
curricular implications for diagnosis in relationship to readiness for use Of
conventional symbol systems, and for researchers studying representational
development as it relates to cognitive development and the learnibg process.
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14AIN-VERB ELLIPSIS IN SPOKEN ENCtiSti_Order No. 8001774
11vn., NANCY SUE, PH.D. The Ohio State University. 1979. 169pp.
Adviser: Profess/hhArnold M. Zwicky

This dissertation exaMines cases of identity-of-sense anaphora in verb
phrases where the delition target is less than a full VP. Some part of the
target-clause VP; minimally including Vtis anaphoric and should hence be
eligible fbr deletion, but some other part of it (DO, Id or ADV) has no
antecedent for deletion, and hence must be syntactically oven. Here,
repetition of the identical material is always acceptable, and for some
weaken, preferred. Deletion is frequently awkward, and-saddled with
restrictions. In contrast, deletion is commonplace if the target is an entire
VP. This supports the hypothesis that minor constituents (V) and
nonconstituent strings (e.g. V-NP-P) are more resistant to anaphoric
procestet than major constituents (VP).

I limit the investi non to three types of verbal reduction in English.
Chapter Two desc4bès Pèbdogappin g a Gapping-like construction whose
auxiliary is overt ( us differing from Gappings), and whose object it
oontrastive, as in II took me a long time to figure that out. I don't know
is'utcher it did 0 asybody else Pseudosappings are dialect- and register-
specific., and exhibit fairly-rigid structural characteristics7The rule which -
enerals Pseudogappings is typologically hybrid, sharing some

--eharacteristica with rules Which have afixedcontext for deletion, such as VP
Deletion, tiut more with those which delete variable amounts Of material,
ouch et GaPping. Besides defying easy classification, Pseudoeappings like
Geppings raise the problem of whether elliptical material on the right
periphery rtires a separate variable.

Chapter fee treats a marginal construction similar to Pseudogapping
but dewing in that the postverbal remnant is a PP or closely bound
advutial: The senience makes the point. %IS does 0 kind qf indirect¢t
Formal statements blocking deletion (Kuno1975, Grow 1975. Sag 1976)
either place a restriction on VP Deletion (Kuno and Grosu), or show that
the facts fall out of a general constraint affecting both movementband
deletion rules, such as Bresnan's 1976 RelativIzed A-aver-A PrncIple (Sag).
I offer two pragmatic Accounts. The first argues that many of K o's
examples violate a general discourse prohibition against repeati
propositions without adding new information. The second.shows thit the
Mat examples that are poor with VP Deletion are acceptable with one or
both of the VP pro-formcdo so ahd do it. Kuho's date then form pert of a
brew pattern expressing a 'clivition of labor' among the verb phrase

Chapter Four exanirnes a type of vertiAl reduction in which the target V
is infinitival copular ot passive be. and its complenient is anaphoric, as in He

could earth he more cooperative Rut he won't 1 14t3e . Because he doesn't

haw to{*
be}. The problensisto deterimne when anaphoric infinitival be0

may be elliptical. The data I has e gathered from natural conversation show
that be is usually overt In cases where it is elliptical, the element preceding it
is a modal, rather than a V or Adi requinng a marked (to) infinitive
Deletion of be after to improves slightly if the state of iffairs described in
be's complement Is-one which.is under the immediate control of the subject.

,Heire the rule deleting anaphonc infinitival be must be sensitive to both
3Th-tactic (left context) and pragmatic (control) properties

Chapter Five contains a summary and poesible extensions of this
research .

. -
EARLY 111(41;H LeeM;L'AGE

LONG, RBI all- JEAN, Pu D Urnversity of Toranto (('anada), 1979

There ale three major theories about the relationship between the
origins of concepts and their labels (hags( Vygotskii, Carroll and
MacNamara) Unibrtunateh until now all research in this area has been -
with posilingual children oradolts

The present research used seseral different classification tasks is an overt
manifestation of a concept Five different sets of materials were used in each
of the three differbnt classification tasks so that the effects of the materials
could also be investigated. The children knowledge.of receptive and
expressive labels for the materials was tested Thirty se% ep children (age 3 to
30 monlhs) were tested individually once per month for a six mond', period:

Results showed that the classification tasks and matenals used were part
o( adevelopmental scale. There wais a.positive correlation between the
child's age and score on the classification tasks. The children had same
primitive levels of classification before they were able to label the items but
the MOM difficult classification tasks showed that there were many children

who could label without being able toclassify Me fise different sets of
Materials showed that the more abstract the matenals the more difficult they

were to classif). and suggested that geometric materials should be used with

caution.

A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN'S REFEREN11AL
COMMUNICATION SKILLS Order No. 100645

MCGEEHAN, DEBORAH LEE, PH.D. University of Delaware, 1979. 611pp.
Professor in Charge: Linda Berg-Cross -

PreVious research on referential communication has repeatedly
demonstrated that young children perform poorly on communication tasks
es cowered with older children and adults. The two predominant
paradigms used to study referential communication have produced
inconsistent findings. Results of experiments done With the Glucksberg
(1966) paradigm indicated that a child's egocentrism interferes with thtir
communication, while studies using the Rosenberg and Cohen (1964)
paradigm found no evidence of egocentrism. The current research
inemporated aspects of both paradigms to determine whether egocentrism
is an artifact of the Glucksberg paradigm. Additional koals of the research
were to investigate the child's understanding of the stimulus words end the
relationship between Piaget's stages of cognitive development and
communication skills. The dala was discussed in terms of the twangs
model of communication proposed by Rosenberg and Cohen (1966).

Kindergarten, second, and fourth grade children served as subjects. The
ooninunication task required the child tO generate a clue which would allow
a listener to choose the correct word from a word pair. Each child generated
one dui fix each of 15 word pairs.

As expected, kindergarten children were found to be less effective
COMMEEkators than second and fourth grade children. More theoretically
important, the children's ability to communicate to themselves and to adnha
WEE found to be related to their understanding of the Stimuli; their
converietion ability: and the restrictions placed on the clues generated.
Egocentrism was found when the children were free to generate multi-wIVI
dues, but wasuot present when the children were restricted to one word
dues. The data indicated that xoung children have deficits which interlere
with their performance in both of the stages of communication suggeited hy
the jtosenbetg and Cohen model.
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The linguistu interactions mei a %Is Month 1)e110d of six I nglish-
speaking mothers and then lhliqICO %%etc .111:11% ird 1111(0W:it .Ilh older to
determine whether molheis play a signiln ant iole in then !Md., .n ilinsmon

' of a phonologir al 1 outlast, die ;Olicrl 5(41) (ICS% (IN int lion III 4101)
consonants the phonetic parameter chosen for MC.1%01(.111(.11( AA\ x(Mer
onset time ( VO I), the dmation betwt:en the HIM(' of stop ix( losionAnd
the onset of phonation V() I has been shown i i be a reliable measure for
distinguishing between volt cd and sou eless su is in a number of different
languages .

The so (Inhume!, represented three dillerent staers of linguistic
devdopment When the taping sessions began, the tv.o y ningest r hddren.
aged li months and ft months, %Sete babbling their first CS. syllables the two
children from the -middle- group. aged 15 months and lb nonths, were
produi ing. pi imai ily One word uneiatwes file two oldest childien. aged 2,5,
and 5,). scene producing senteM es which ss ere fairly r omplex s ntacocally
(MI rssseie 3 3 and 5 S) Biweekly tape I c.coulings wile made oxer the six
month permit of the mothers and their children, cons er sing %bile they were
engaged 10 a pla situation Vach mother was also taped whale she spoke to
anotheradult The VOT of each riccunence of word initial /b/, /p/. Id./.
/t/, IgI, and A/ uttered by both the child and the mother was measured on
an osnllographic display of a P131' 9 computer -,

Results show ed that neither the mothers of the two.i.ourixem thIldren,
nor the motheis of the two oldilt children spoke au) differ end% to their
children than they did to other adults along the phonetic dimension of
VOT Mothers of children of the middle group, howes el, phonetically
..simplified- their speech to their children along the VO r dimension. 'That
is, in the production of world.initial stops to their Children both Inothers-
reduced the tiverlap of VO,T values between voiced terid voiceless categones
which exists m normal adult-adult discourse This reduction in VOT overlap
Aim effected primarily by an increase in the mean VO.T value of the
voiceless stop It was proposed that mothers employ special physiological
gestures when speaking to children who are producing their first'words m
order to phonetically enhance or exaggerate a phonological contrast Hence,
mothers provide their children with linguistic instruction.

Anal) sis of the children's productions showed thfit the earliest initial
stops pioduccd by infants have VOT salues which fall within the short lag
region of the continuum During the latter half of the babbling penod, the
infants begin to produce a number of long lag stops The stops produced in
the latter pan of the babbling period form a bimodal. Fnglish-like
distribution, a number of months Wore the child hai acquired his first
lexical nem Middle children at the one-word utterance stage produced
woyd-ininal voiced and voiceless stops with mean VOT values that exceeded
not only the normal adult mean VOT values, but which also exceeded the
exaggerated Mother-Child mean values In addition, it was found that the
distributions of VOT values for the middle children's first voiceless stop
productions were more variable than those of their mothers in-the M-C
epeaking condition Finally, it was found that even the oldest children in the
study produced exaggerated tokens of the voiceless stop, despitpthe faa
that their mothers were no longer clarifying the voiced-soiceles contrast to
them.

The data are consistent with an interactionist model of language .

acquisition. As children begin to produce iheir first wbrds, their motheriare
sigelled to maximize the phonological distinction of voicing by producing
"super-distinct" tailored segmeots Children then appear to imitate these
clarified tokens, Once che child has acquired a sufficient number of lexical
items Which contrast in the voicing feature, and once he begins to develop
his syntactic abilities beyon4 the three-word stage, the mother ceases to
provide the child with phonetically simplified input_ The older child, despite
his syntactic sophistication, continues to produce voicelesszstops with
exaggerated VOT valbes. k

1
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1979 I 1 1pp

Piviroc( 1 hiioligh rti me of a iiiilliI.mtic e 1151am. h format. this study
was an mostly! I() As. elt.h11 5e111.11111( and s; iii,mt to differences

existed bet,secn ihr Lipenare of eight cm old hildi en and the language of
fourteen ) car old

IT the slit 912. ts thk,l ii IM dm reseal( ti t ~Ned S7

academically as er age student\ attending lellem son ( 'Omit), Colorado, Public
Schools Two groups of r hit& eii one elemental% and title Junior high. were

nchosen for pain( !patron in the [rival( h 1 he M(111(111:11) group consisting of
30 children, had a mean are 01 R OS ).eats and %sere enrolled in the second

\grade The tumor high group conse:ong of 21 childm en, had a mean age of
IA 07 years and wet e enrolled in the eighth grade Both rural and urban

.areas were rein esent ed
Prneedurr iiiiintalleous language samples lAele obtained from each

child on an indo.ntual basis and sr med act outing to the procedures for
Developmental Senteace Scot rug as outlined by 1.ee (19 /4) I he linguistic
measures used lo compar e theNcmantic and s) ntactie charaerensties ofthe
subjects' language consisted of the following. (1) the total points from
Developmental Sentence Scof mg (2) I he total points from each categoly
within the Des elopowntal Senteme Score (3) Mean number of syllables
per word (4) Mean nuntbei of syllables per utterance (5) Number of
prefixes per sample

Instrument Stimulus material used to obtain the spontaneous language
samples consisted of three subtesis from the,Detrou 1 ests of I earning
Aptitude (Baker and I eland 19511). (1) Prctonal Absordines: (2) Verbal
Absurdities: (3) I ikenesses and Differences.

Statistical elnal.v VA A I l'est fon Independe
datain.order to test the significance of the
two groups

Findings the anal}sis of the data led to the following findings'.
(1) Syntactic.Complexity was found to be statistically significant for five of
the ten measures tested The statistically significant measures were
Developmental Sentence Score, Indefinite Pronouns, Negatives,
Conjunctions. and Sentence Point The reniaming five measures were not
statistically significant as follows: Personal Pronouns, Main Verbs,
Secondary Verbs, Interrogative Reversals, and Wh-Questions (2), Semantic
Complexity was found to be statistically siguificant for one of the three
measures tested The statistically significant measure was mean number of
syllables per utterance. The remaining two measures, mean number of
syllables per %Void andtumber of prefixes per sample, were not found to be
statistically,significant

Recommendations The following recommvdations for future research
were made: (1) Similar investigations should be made which investigate
linguistic maturation in the nine to thirteen year age range. (2) Similar
investiga6ons should be made which investigate linguistic maturation .

beyond the age of founeen years. (3) The thirteen characteristics of
language which wets obselved in this research are only a few of the many
meastnable aspects of language. Additional research should focus on
identifying linguistic maturation using other characteristics of language.
(4) Additional research.should focus on identifying specific remedial
approaches for language disordered adolescents. (5) 'Two actors which were
not controlled in this research were sex and socio-economic level. The
condol of these factors may lend additional informational to the existing
knowledge. (6) Research which investigates the linguistic abilities of
children who do not use Standard American English should be conducted.
(7) Replication of the present research was encouraged.

t Samples was applied to the
eience of the means for the
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REMiA%. P k 111 Sit 1 I) /air /cid, Snite Ilms, %Jo I919 /69pp
Ads mot I led laipin

Purpose ofLhe HIC pr 1111.11 pill pos.of this sloth Is to study folk
expressions llsfrd fill IN corn epts ill tw CR C online% of i entral texas Other
purposes int huh' precefs lug obsolkle es prrsklolls and thaw mg I Ohl fusions
about how responses were influent ed Iry ;Ire, WS, CulIR .ffitin ommuillty
sire, and ethna hat Aground of informants

Prude, else 01111111e% 111 sk /lit 1110 ( uii,Iii t this stud s Cie chosen
ftoni a llst made from the Fe %di lmanac of those counties designated as
part ofCentral exas !hese twelve (muffl('s joined 1 red 1 arplev
Nonheast I mi. Sul, along the northeast houndar) of Ce1111.11 I exas. anck
pat Dean-s oith i-Not_ral I esm cloth, pi esentb being completed. along the
northwest boundar) of ('enual I exas The numbei of rpterviews to be
conducted per count) as based on the population figures ftirr each t ounty
A stratified. werthtCd trf-lt.0111 sample was also used to give greater
rehabihty in the study Research was conducted Imo the humors of the

lettlement of the t Weise counties. especially whet c the first settlers came
f.rom and what customs and institutions they established

A questionnaire Containing 179 questions was chosen. based on Fred
Tarpley's torn lihnky to Blue John. A Word Atlas of Northatst Tetas.
designed to eh( it responses lIns questionnaire was used to conduct 200
structured mien-testis.

After all inters mews were conducted, a map was made lot each question
The lexical information ret rived from the questionnaire was plotted on the
maps bY\smbols mdwating each response at the respondent's geographical
residence

Respomes were calculated according to age groups, sex, educational
backgrounds, community sizes, and ethnic backgrounds These were
tabulated into percentages and used for compalative analysis

After all results were computed, isoglosses4cre identified and drawn on
---emps-show th& tjeugraphicalconcenuation_of Lexical fratulc5,.

tabulations and isoglosses served as bases for conclusions and comparison
with other studies

A glossary of terms accompanies the study_ For reader clarity and
reference, map numbers were used instead of page numbers

Findings-Those informants under twenty years old, female, in the lowest
educational group, living in towns, and Germans had the largest number of
significantly concentrated expressions Itowever. age was the most
significant variable in the study.

More expressions from the Midland and South areas were used in
Central Texas than from any other area of the Eastern United States Many
expressions were-common in both Central Texas and Northeast Texas Most
of the islands of concentrated usage occurred in the cenual counties of the
study, which are the most industriMized and the heaviest populated.of the
twelve counties in the study. -

Conclusions Population, industry, and educaticin have had a stronger
influence on the dialect of the informants in this study than national origin.
tourism, and religion. Age, however, marked the most significaot dialect
difference, causing dialect to change generation by !alteration and making a
study such as this one important to the presenation of the language heritage
of any given area.

k

COMPARISON OF NONVERBAL ANT) VERBAL
COMLMUN1CATIVE SKILLS OF 1.A NGUAGE IMPAIRED AND
NORMAL SPEAKING CHILDREN Order No, 8010169

Ross, ANITA, Pri D. Wayne State University. 1979. 123pp Adviser: Lynn
Bhii

The purpose of tit study was to compare the pragmatic skills of
language impaired and normal speaking children by analyzing nonverbal
and verbal communicative behaviors. The experimental group consisted of
20 language impaired children (LI) One control group consisted of 20
normal speaking young children (NSY) who were equated with the LI -
group for mean tength of utterance. The other coturol group consisted of 20
normal speaking older children (NSO) wholvere equated with the LI group
for chronological age. The LI group had a mean chnnologe age of 4.3
yeanand an average mean length of utterance of 2.9 morphemes. The NSY
had a mean chronolotical age of 2.8 years and an average mean length of
utterance of 1.1 morphemes. The NSO had a mean chronological age of 4.3
years ind an average mean length of utterance of 5.5 dorphemes. This
5tUdy MIS conducted in Tel-Aviv. Israel, with Hebrew-speaking children.

%Nessment of pwmatit sti. ills was pet formed bv ohm., v
nonveibal and 10 speet ii a t helms tors I be nonverbal twhav tors observed
were (liSlani v. ph ) SI( SO( .111/.1110/1. 100i ing srmling and playing
the speech .tsts obsetsed %vile mterjet ling. dust idling. tepeanng,
answering. acknowledging. requesting ansvvet. requesting action. practicing,
self expressing. and protesting All the obser anons w('ie conducted daring
free play situations

the results suggested that the 1 1 t hildreii were delayed in pragmatic
hehavion of mins elhal and ethal cominutinatiorl. as they fun( honed more
sionlarl) to \ SY sidle( ts than to NSO subietr, 1 hddl en exhibited
significantly more physical «intact to peers than N'SO subjects. similarly to
NSY subjects The I I appeared to use physical contact its a coopensatory
means to oflset then reduced verbal ski115/1 I subjects. similar tin NSY
subjects, exhibited less social play hehaviors than the NSO Coot dmated
play activmet appear to be beyond the linguistic level a the I I because they

are language mediated
The II, like the NSY, ex pr essed significantly. fewer utterances than the

NSO subjects the I I were restricted in then linguistic abilitY, arid
therefore, did not use taeriuently Yet hal communicatron When the
ftequellOes of the difleient speech acts were'compared some differences
were obtained among the gioups 'Die LI and the NSY subjects used leu
describing and acknowkdgmg than the NS() 'Mese two speecb acts OCCUr
in most adult conversation Therefore, the I I and the NSY seemed to be
less advanced than the NSO m tarrying on a conversation In addition. the
NSY used more requests for action than the NSO and the scores obtained
by the LI fell 111 between these groups Requesting for imam is a speech act
typically used by young children and is not a major component of adult
COnverSation

Language Impairment appears to involve a delay in all three components
of language, form, content, and use. The language impaired use all or these
components relatively infrequently and the environment consisting of peers
and adults, provides fewer models of these functions Implications for
language evaluation and remedtation are inesented which stress that
noriveftial and veThal behaViOrs shotddte part of a complete intervention
program.

VERBAL AND NONVERBAL RESPOIVES TO VERBAL OBES
PRESENTED IN SET COMPARISON TASKS: A CLINICAL
STUDY WITH FIRST- AND SECOND-GRADE STUDENTS

Order sNo. 8002203

(SARRO, Iris J., Ph.D. University of South Florida, 19'19.
I35pp. Supervisor: Dr. Herbert Boyd

Ia the last ten years, linguists have researched relational
terminology and have fsund the word "more" to be spontaneous
in its development and semantically appropriate in its use by
young -children. The words "less" and "same" develop seman-
tically appropriate meanings at a later time. Semantically
appropriate meanings in terms of the adult domain of use are
not necessarily developed at the time the child enters school.
Many first- and second-grade students continue to overextend
the meaning of 'more" to encompass the words "less' and
"same."

!trait- and second-grade arithmetic curricula include set
comparisons of "equivVence," 'greater than," and "less than,"
in that order. The matii literature has traditionally examined

-the question of sequence in the presentation of these relational
constructs,. The question of semantics has not been explored
in the math literature. Since these constructs are traditionally
preiented with verbal cues and the child may respond on a ver-
bal or nonverbal level, an exploration of these constructs and
the semantics involved in relational terminology is warranted.

The purpose of this study was to explore the magnitude,
direction, and significance of relationships between sepiantic
understanding and mathematic understanding of set compar-
isons. Although the research questions dealt with math per-
formance, some emphasized semantics while others empha-
sised cognitive representation.



Cognitive representation in thin study wan depicted as ma
alputative (chips), pictorial (drawings), and symbolic (nuttier
als). The manipulative level was one in which stimuli were
presented on a manipulative level and a response was gener ,

ated by the child on a manipulative, pictorial, and sytnbolic
level. This format was used to identify the manipulative. pie
torial and symbolic levels of representation. In addition, two
other combinations ot cognitive representation were used Sym
Witte with words and symbolic with graphic notation I,tere used
In written form to which the child responded with a written nu
moral.

The child's response at all.levelspf cognitive representa-
..i Hon was .nonverbal. The child wan then asked to provide ver-

bal xplanatIons of relational notation. Semantics were ex-
plored will; the use of a nemantic differential to obtain a
measure of polarity for the %void pair 'more-less" and the
word 'same." The child's response to all semantic differ
entials was nonverbal. The child was then asked to provide
verbal explanations of relational terminology.

This clinical study synthesized three bodies of literature;
**mantic, mathematic, and cognitive representation. The pur-
pose of explortpg relationships among semantic, mathematic,
and cognitive tAriables was to ascertain the plausibility.of gen-
erating hypotheses dealing with these variables in an instruc-
tional setting. Research questions inquired into the fotlowing
relationships emphasizing semanticsDoes a relationship exist
between:

A. The polarity of 'more-less" and the correctness oi re-
sponse to 'more than" and 'less than"?

B, The polarity of asarne" and the correctness of response
to "game as"?

Research questionninquired into the following relationships
emphaeit,ing cognitive representation--Does a relationship
exist between:

4.-

A. Identical and nonidentical input-output levels?
B. Written words and written graphic notation?

C. Manipulative and pictorial representation?

D. Pictorial and symbolic representation?

S. Manipulative and symbolic ypresentation?

Results indicate that the child's definition or word lexicon
is qualitatively different from the aduli's, and relational ter-
minology develops in a sequence of "more," 'same," and 'less.'
A moderate and significant relationship exists between verbal
and nonverbal responses at the second-grade level but not at
the first-grade level. Correlations were significant for all re-
lationships among all cognitive representational levels for both

grade levels. A pattern was evident with the coefficients being
generally lower among the second-graders.

THE'ILANGUAGE OF ACCESS AND CONTROL MASKLNG AND
MITIGATING RI LNNER-CITT HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Order No. 8009700

SCHWARt. MARIAN LAPSLEY, Pn.D. Columbia University. 1979. 362pp.

This dissertation is an ethnographic analysis of the verbal means by .1

which inner-Fity high school students gain access to information and
services in educational settings.

The term *scilicie is used to describejle range of utterances that are
studied, a:Tinge that includes questions, requests, commands, challenges.
appeakthreats, arid other utterances that call ibr a response. Such initiatory
tai k. particularly questioning, has long been considered a vaKiable resource

. for Student& With respect to minority students, whose language, thought,
and culture dna not match that qf the school, the effective use of such talk
Is Often eritiml for educational survival. -)

1 6

i
It is genei ally ato red that. despite the sable of sut h tall students do not

When a prat deal in Si hoof I his stut1 s. has been (11mi-turd with
discos emu! lb(' «H1\11.111111 Ih.11 Inhibit NIIIticitt %olit illtig And 1(141th-11We

these tonsuaints m ss as s that tan be useful toAdut.itois and es entuslly to

st udents thenylves ...
A colpus of WO soln us was tart tett hoot the nanual veer h of three

high whool scrums paincipating in an,altnimiame educatn al plogram A
desciipm r scheme tO tepieNcni and dem 'the the fun( win, in., and form
of these solicits and their iesponses was del ised born the si ech data awl is

a map! in ()duct of the mean h this st heme is distinct fioni other schemes
produced by sociolinguistic meg/31(h in that it emphasizes the interactive
qualities that whew, in diffeient types of soh( as Student soliciting is viewed

as the result of balancing two often conflicting needs the need to linow and
the neivd to maintain %MIA iel.unnis In the, study, both needs ale viewed

within the context of the failure oriented histories of the students

The second major pioduct of the ieseaich IS the case studies in which the
descript is e scheme is applied to the actual soliciting of three students in die
case studies. the ways in which these students used solicit resources were
compared and contrasted Students priorities as well as their views of,the

allocation of rights and obligations \sell: in fet i ed from obseis Mg where they

risked exposing their own vulnerabilities and where they risked offending
others It was found that a surprising ploponion of these risks were taken to
offset what studentl seemed to perceive as teachem incomprehensibility It
was also found tt*the need for students w mask vulnerability and the need

for them to esta fish egalitarian speech roles seemed to constrain their
soliciting mo frequently than did the need to avoid offending an adult

addressee. t express deference, or otherwise maintain a subordinate

discourse r le .

The st dy will be of interest to those concerned with conceptiraliting

and emp rally characterizing the connections between social roles,
dlscours4 functions, and learning By bringing into view some of what is

actually t stake for a student who solicits, the study should also be useM in
dlspellin4 some of the commonly held negative stereotypes regarding the

motives underlying inner-city studentl' verbal behavior.

THE FREQUENCY AND USAGE OF THE ENGLISH PASSIVE
Order No.11008531

INMAN!, MICHIKO, PILD ,Universiry ctiCaltfornia Los Anselcs. 1979.
Chairperson: Professor Marianne Celce-Murcia .

In the ESL/EFL context the passive is generally regarded as a
grammatkalitem that is "easy to teach" and "easy io learn." This strongly-
held assumption is probably due to the fact that most people only consider
the passive in relation to id corresponding active form.

This study explores the passive with the purpose of eventual pedagogical
application. It is based upon the frequency and tage of the passive in
contemporary American English. The data, bo)U spoken and written, were
drawn from the following genres: spoken (fiv sources) and written (nnstek,
academic journals, newspaper editorials/arti les, and readers' letters to

r editors) with the total words e ined being roughly 150,000.
r I is the review of the literature on the English pallive. It deah

with how the passive has been described in the following theoretical
ftirneworks: traditional descriptive grammar, structural gramnur,
generative transformational grammar, and generative non-transformational
graMnlar. However, this study does not use or side with any of the above
established syntactic theories. This is essentially a surface-based study, but
morecoherent and systematic than the old descriptive or structural
appreaches.

The frequency study of the passive is carried out in Chapter II. My
Working definition of the passive is rather broad in that it includes al/ the
past participle fdrms,of verbs, except for those of intransitive verbs (e.g..
gone come). The major past participle categories--with illusuative sentences
frornthe dataa-are: (1) Ordinary passive sentence& In the years between
ISOI and 1157, the law was actively used by judges, attorneys, and iesal
writers as an instrument of social change. (2) Adverbial past partia)ples.Tha
chlorotbrm phase from the enzyme reaction was analyzed by TLC in
solvents A and Band by HPLC as described above. (3) Adjectivil past

tTpkeinewspaper. (4) Past participles used in other miscellaneous
pies. This is a letter of concern sparked by the incident with the UC

ItniCtUrti. Patton said soberly: "Someday might get hurt taking him."
Pach past participle found in the data was placectin one of the above lbw
categoric:according to the discourse type in which it occurred.



Some findings in this chapter are (I) about 85% of the ordinary passive
ientences ale agent less. (2) agent phrases with prepositions other than by
are more readily retained than agent phi ases preceded by the preposrtron
bY: (3) AVMs ttat constitute the by phrase are (a) proper nouns (probably
tO give the person mentioned credlt or responsibility). 09 indefinite nouns
(zit new informat Ion. to give the hearer coniplete information), and
(c) inanimate definite nouns (probably Inanimate agents are not expected
oft the pan of hearer, thus femIng a nee(1 to specify them) I ak en together,
these three ponnplevccount for about 80 9S percent of the agents
occurnng in a by phrase

Chapter III is a wdrd frequency study of the passive All the past
participks that were used more than pnce in particular structures are listed
according to discount type and discussed in this chapter

Chapter IV examines the usage of the passive. The basic question
addressed here is when native speakers of English use the passive instead of
other grammatical structures, notably the active A fief applying Giv6n's
presuppositional hypothesis to the ordinary passive sentences in the data, it
is concluded that the passive is used primarily to suppress agent pluases.
which, if stated, would probably give the hearer redundtpt or unneceuary
information.

The pedagogical applications of the above research findings are
discussed in Chapter V. It calls for two major modifications in teaching the
passive in the ESL/EFL classroom (1) Some type of teaching mdhod for
the agentless passive sentence must be devised, so that it can be given its
own status, not treated as the secondary form of the MI (agentlid) passive
sentence. (2) It is more practical to teach when and why the by phrase is
retained, rather than to teach when the by phrase is deleted.

11IE ROLE OF MOTHERS AND FIRSTBORN FE.MALE

S1BLENGS IN TEACIIING AND ENCOURAGING LANGUAGE ..

SKILLS
THEW, CAROL HUI.DA MARTHA LARSON, ED D The University of British

Columbia (Canada), 1979 Supervisor: Dr. B A Mohan

Although mothers and siblings are prevale r t sources of language fix the

karnintchild in Western cultures, their resp ve roles id influencing the -

rite ot the course-of lan4udge development haft not been differehtlgted.
Register analyses of siplings' speech have failed to discriminate betTeen the
linguistic input provided by siblings and by mothers.

Using a speech act analysis of transcripts based on 19 hours of

audlotapes and videotapes in a 2x2xEl mixed model design, this study
discerned 28 significantdifferences (all p < 0025) bekeen mothers aod
firstborn female siblings (4-5 years old) as conversational partners with 19

iregondborn boys and 19 secondborn girls (2-3 years old) in playtime and

elkarle sessions.
/ nie findings support the hypotheses that the mother-child interactions

concenuate on language teaching and the demonstration of language
kerning. solidarity functions, and positive feedback, and that the sibling
interactions are marked by a greater frequency of disagreements,
prohibitions, indirect directives, and referential failure. Contrary to the

stated hypotheses, mothers issued more orders and more negative
corrections of truth vilue and behavior than the firstborn sisters.

The findings indicate.that there exist significant contrastsbetween

mothers and firstborn female siblings as language socializer's. The contrasts

idendeed have considerable credence as major sources of variance in

Nap's& achievement The study concludes that firstborn female preschool
alblinp are not as good as mothers in setting up optimal language-learning

oonditions for younger siblings.

KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN AND THEIR CONCEPTS ABOITT
PRINT: A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY BASED ON BLooms
IIIIEORY OF SCHOOL LEARNING Ordei No. 8012877

TRIETaCH, PATTI DIXON, ED.D. North Texas State University,1979.'143po.

This study describes the developmental movement of kindergarten
children from oral language toward written communication. The study
0escribes and documents evidence of a sample of kindergarten children as
they interact with print concepts in a kindergarten environment. The
hdriscts were thiny kindergarten students rarklomly selected from three
Spa* kindergartens identified as implementing the Key Vocabulary

eh of Sylvia Ashtbn-Warner. The classrooms were public school
rgartemlotated in a suburban area of North Central Texas.

Data were gatheted tol the entire school ear 11), nic.ins of Intelvtews
conducted hs the Irsi-,th her wertb obsei saliwis k the lassloont teacher's
and reseal( her\ and tvi. Of the ( WI( epts PIM( WM,
SAND

Collection of data was facilitated by the dev elopment of re( old sheets
fbr observing ( )) concepts about print. (2) concepts about writing.
(3) concepts about reading, and (4) at tun! reading I/fr data were
orgamred by means of lientamin l'heory of S( hoot I ear rung, and
individual learning profiles were developed for each child

From the findings several corn fusions can he diawn The learning of
kindergarten children can be documented and a profile of that learning can
be developed that will have possible future use in the learning career of the
child K inder gaited children may perceive the reading of a story to the
group differently from the teacher I he perception of the process of writing
by kinderganen childien may be different from that of adults There was
evidence of children's wining in their movement from oral language toward
pnnt

DISCOURSE CONNECTIVES EN ENGLISH Order No. 80087,4

WARNER, RICHARD GEORGE, PH D. The Ohio State University, 1979.

200pp. Adviser: Professor Arnold M Zwicky

This dissertation is an analysis of the syntactic and semantic properties
of the discourse connectives occurring in spontaneous colloquial English.
The claim tG be tested was that analytical techniques heretofore applied
only to Single sentences could profitably be applied to more complex levels
of linguistic organization, with the level of interest here being the discourse
fragment defined* two sentences joined by a discourse connective.

Usina Terkel's Working as a text, I was able to identify some 1890
discourse fragment& Using these as a sample. I presented (Chapter II) and
argued for (Chapter lips taxonomy based on the semantic properties of the
various discourse connectives, defined in terms of the contributions the
connectives made to the truth conditions of the discourse fragments
containing them. Then, after describing store of the syntactic properties of
discount fragments containing the various connectivesproperties which
included eOnstituency, hypouctic v& paratactic internal structure, and the
privileges of occurrence for the various connectives within their fragments--
I assigned structural descriptions, defined in terms of precedence,
dominance, command, and labtling. to those fragments (Chapter IV). The
final phase of the analysis was to provide derivationo for the surface
structures so described. This involved motivating remote structures and
then formally stating and ordering the operations mapping those remote
structures into surface structures (Chapter V).

Since the argumentation and methodology applied to the analytical
problem described above were those developed within the general paradigm
of generative grammar, the results of this dissertation appear to support the
claim that levels of linguistic structure including sentences as proper parts
can be effectively analyzed by techniques developed for the analysis of
single sentences.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PIAGETS CONSERVATION
AND CHILDRFN'S ORALirANGUAGE PRODUCTION

-, Order No. 8003319

WoRtH, LOANNE L.. EaD. Northern Illinois University,1979. 92pp.

Director: LeonarcrK. Kise

The study insestigated the relationship of children's Cognitive
conservation abilities, as defined by Piaget and their oral language
production. The conservation abilities of forty-eight first grade children, .
enrolled in a Chicago suburban school district, were assgssed using the EITS
Concept Assessment Kit Conservation. Children were categorized as
conservers or nonconservers on the basis of their responses to the test items.
A iiity communication unit language sample was transcribed for each of
these children. The language samples were analyzed for semantic and
syntactic oral language produCtion. Semantic Oral language production VMS

slessilled into number and typet of egocentric and socialized oral lenses*
suggested by Piaget. Syntactic oral language production wis divided intb,
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number and types of complex communication units, mazes, elaboration,
d and expanded verb forms A t-test was used to determine whethei there was

a relationship between the presence or absence of children's cognitive
abilities to conserve and their oral language production An alpha of :10 was

accepted as the level of significance
The relation of children's conservation abilities and their uses of

1161111idlit oral language was one area investigated The study indicated that
there were no differences between cbaservers and nonconseners in their
uses of egocentric oral language features. No differences were reported
between the groups for the total number of socialized oral language

mainpks used 'There was a significant difference favoring the cc:omen-en for

use of the adapted information type o socialized oral language. The groups
didnot differ in the frequencies with which they used other types of
socialized oral language.

The relationship between children's abilities to conserve and their uses
asyntactic oral language *as another area foe investigation. Significant
differences in favor of the conservers were reported for uses of the syntactic
features of (1) mazes, (2) tOtal number of complex communication units,
(3) insertion types of complex communication units. and
(4) nominahration types of insertions. No differences between the groups
-ewe reported for (1) elaboration, (2) expandiverb forms. (3) the )oining
type of complex communication units, and (4) adverbial and relative CLAUSE

types of insertions.

A comparison by sex between the groups of conservers and

aoneonservers in relation to their uses of semantic and of syntactic
language production was also reponed in this study. Male conservelsed
significantly more examples of the following language featiires when
coMpared to male noneonservers: (1) repetition; (2) mazes: (3) insenion
types of complex communication units: (4) nominalizations. Female
conservers, compared to their nonconserver counterparts, used significantly
more exaMples of: (1) complex communication units; (2) insertion types of

comfillex communication units: (3) nominalizations.
e study did not confirm Piaget's assumption that children who .

othibited the cognitive feature of conservation would use more ex.amplea of
socialized oral language except for their use of the adapted informationppe
of socialized oral language. The results of the study indicated that levels of
cognitive conservation were related to the syntactic complexity of children's

oral language production.
The study indicated that children's chronological ages are not the sole

determiner for children's abilities to use syntaaic complexity, and children
utiles, in the same chronological age range may differ in the syntactic

complexity of their oral language production. Educators and speech

clinicians should be awaft'of the cognitive differences reflected in children's
syntsedc oral hinguage production and not rely on age appropriate nowt's; to

determine whethe&or not the children's oral linguage is appropriate. The
=donate for assessing children's cognitive and language abilities shotdd be
so aria individuals to critically review types of language activities designed
tbr ehiVren and deal:line which iypes of activities may lie appropriate fOr

Children whoire at differeht stages in the development of their cognitive

thought
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aux SEQUENCES AØ COHERENCE IN CHILDREN'S DIS-
COURSE Order Nb. 7928369

WRATIIER, Nancy Jane Duresky, Ph.D. The University of
Texas at Austin, 1979. 327pp. Supervisor: Robert W. Hopper

Recently, some communication research has focusetivon
-Ooherincein4disccarrep, attempting el describe how seemingly
disjointed Iftterancie at the surface level cohere at some other
level el analysis. Other scholars have examined Side Sequences
NIL oanversational techniques which eddress situations prob-
benietie to cenversations. This dissertation is a synthesis be-
tween these two research cream. The primary goal of the pree-

. Wit shady is to account for the connections between 890
their respective ongoing sequences.

Chapter I reviews liteitature concerning three related notices
teerglag hi researcliattempts to.describe diexouree coherence:
Serahntic Preeuppoeitions, felicity Conditions and Converse-

, timid Maxims. Chapter IL reviews current research concerning
ale mat develops sonic notions et SAc pieviously undeveloped.
'MN Inelude:,

1. detailing surface-form types of Stift and their related
characteristics,

2. describing phases occurring within Stis,

3. expan4ling the analysis of Demand Tickets, they can he
viewed-as involving two separate fiSs,

4. discussion multiple SSs and demonstrating that three
types can ()CCM- : serial, embedded, and co-occurring.

Based oil the literature review, Chapter III presents a
method which accounts for .connections between SSs and their
ongoing sequences. The method involves four steps: identify-
ing BSc classifying SSi; base4 on surface-form; conducting a
functional classification of SSs; and analyzing SSs in terms of
Semantic Presuppositions, Fqlicity Conditions and Conversa-
tional Makinis. This method was applied to a sample of first-
grade children's discourse..

The results of identifying SSs and classifying them accord-
ing to their surface-form is presented in Chapter IV. It was dis-
covered that a form-based classification did not account for all
!Reoccurring in the data and did not prove as useful in thepras-
eat analysis as a classificationbased on communicative function.

Chapter V presents the results of the final two stages of
the method. There were three advantages in using a func-
tional based rather than form based classification of SSD:
The functional classification sect/bided for all SISs occurring
in the data; it allowed patterns of connections between Ws
and ongoing sequences to occur; and, it brought the analysis
closer to the question of coherence by desc ribing the com-
munication work performed by an SS on some problematic
situation found in the ongoing sequence. Chapter V also pre-
Denied the yeaults of describing the connections of Ms and pn-
golpi sequencea in terms of current notions in discourse co-
heretics, research. Two pilterns ot connectib-efirieen Wit
and ongoing sequences emerged. Each Functional Category
of Ms was identified with one pattern of connection. Chap-.

ter VI summarizes the research and discusses its implications.
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Copies of the dissertations may be obtainbd by addressing
your request to: _

University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

or by telephoning (toll-free) 1-8002.521-3042
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